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Purpose
The aim of the study is to explore the role of confluent learning in supporting the development of change management knowledge, skills and attitudes and to inform the creation of a conceptual model based upon a priori and a posteriori knowledge gained from literature and the research.

Design/methodology/approach
The research adopts qualitative approach based on reflective inquiry methodology. There are two primary data sources, interviews with learners and the researchers’ reflective journals on learners’ opinions.

Findings
The confluent learning approach helped to stimulate affective states (e.g. interest and appreciation) to further reinforce cognitive gains (e.g. retention of knowledge) as a number of higher order thinking skills were further developed. The instructional design premised upon confluent learning enabled learners to further appreciate the complexities of change management.

Research implications/ limitations
The confluent learning approach offers another explanation to how learning takes place, contingent upon the use of a problem solving framework, instructional design and active learning in developing inter- and trans-disciplinary competencies.

Practical implications
This study not only explains how effective learning takes place but is also instructive to learning and teaching, and human resource development (HRD) professionals in curriculum design and the potential benefits of confluent learning.

Social implications
The adoption of a confluent learning approach helps to re-naturalise learning that appeals to learners affect.

Originality/value
This research is one of the few studies that provide an in-depth exploration of the use of confluent learning and how this approach co-develops cognitive abilities and affective capacity in the creation of a conceptual model.
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Introduction

The call for a confluent learning approach in education has been present for many years (Castillo, 1974), and whilst the approach has received comment in recent times e.g. Ward and Shortt (2013) it still has not gained wide spread recognition as a valuable learning approach in business education. Confluent learning is holistic, it aims to activate and engage all of the learner’s senses (Misch & Peloquin, 2005). It is rooted in Dewey’s (1938) notion of collateral learning and is a “philosophy and a process of reaching and learning in which the affective domain and the cognitive domain flow together, like two streams merging into one river” (G. I. Brown, 1971).

The aim of this study is to explore the role of confluent learning in supporting the development of the knowledge, skills and attitudes (KSAs) vital in change management and to subsequently create a conceptual model. Confluent learning provides an appropriate vehicle to develop change management KSAs as they are intertwined (Change Management Institute, 2012) and can be grouped under three main categories; awareness, astuteness and adaptiveness (Munduate & Bennebroek Gravenhorst, 2003). In the context of change management awareness requires the individual to demonstrate the ability to be perceptive, responsive and knowledgeable of current and foreseeable changes. Astuteness is the perspicacity to know the significance of the consequence and implications of trends and changes whilst adaptiveness refers to the individual’s ability and flexibility, using hard and soft skills, to enable an organisation to change efficiently and effectively.

Confluent learning helps to shape a range of affect-based qualities such as empathy in learners (Misch & Peloquin, 2005; Stover, 2010). Whilst effective change management skills are a requisite in today’s business environment, this appreciation may not always be realised by learners. Thus appealing to learners’ affective states is crucial. A curriculum that is student-centred should engage learners in changing their attitude towards the subject and to recognise and appreciate its importance. The study of confluent learning has the potential to reveal how different aspects of learning complement and reinforce each domain in creating an optimum learning experience that allows flow state to ensue (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). The exploration of confluent learning, its principles and methods may facilitate theory development in particular the recognition of the direct role of emotions in learning (Goetz, Pekrun, Hall, & Haag, 2006; Pekrun, Goetz, Titz, & Perry, 2002).

Change management is both an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary field of study (Change Management Institute, 2013). The coherent body of knowledge draws from across the disciplinary boundaries of for example leadership, learning and systems science and organisational development (Tress, Tress, & Fry, 2005), and it is transdisciplinary as its knowledge base draws from both practitioner and academic participants (Tress et al., 2005). The interdisciplinary nature of change management suggests that the learning methods used should help learners to expand their horizons and at the same time be the bridge in integrating the different disciplines (Collin, 2009). However, it is the transdisciplinary nature of organisational change that accentuates the need to adopt a confluent learning design (Balsiger, 2004; Wilson, 2006) as the learner in higher education has to grapple with the breadth of learning required to become competent in change management.

This study explores the development and implementation of a curriculum based on a confluent learning design approach within the context of an undergraduate change management module. Specifically the research addresses the research question how well
does a confluent learning design support learners to develop KSAs in change management? The findings of this study contribute to the development of a conceptual model based on a priori knowledge from literature used to design the curriculum and a posteriori knowledge gained from the research.

**Confluent Learning Approach Design**

**Design principles.**

Learning should not only develop learners cognitively but it should do so in a way that stimulates them, through active learning, to promote deep learning (Kember, Biggs, & Leung, 2004). To do so a design ethos was adopted in the development of the module. ‘Design’ denotes both an activity and outcome (T. Brown & Wyatt, 2010), and is widely used in various fields such as business strategy and models (Battistella, Biotto, & De Toni, 2012; Mintzberg, 1987, 1990) and innovation (Tether, 2006). Whilst it is a discipline in its own right, the meaning of design is partly influenced by the domain to which it is applied (Kimbell, 2010; Mahdjoubi, 2003). Ontologically, the essence of design is about being holistic and having meaning and purpose (T. Brown, 2008; Verganti, 2009; Weick, 2004). The design of the module had to firstly reflect the nature of the subject matter, and KSAs in the field but also encompass other considerations such as module learning outcomes, the academic background of the learners and course specialisation of the learners on this mandatory module, the size of the cohort (213) and teaching team (5).

There are three primary domains considered to be part of learning; cognitive, affective and psychomotor (Anderson, Krathwohl, & Bloom, 2001). The cognitive domain relates to development of intellectual operations such as analysing, synthesising and evaluating. Learning is said to have been attained when a learner is able to undertake more sophisticated intellectual tasks. The affective domain pertains to emotions related to learning. Learning in this domain is presumed to have been achieved when learners have a positive change in attitude from being insouciant to demonstrating an appreciation of the value of a subject, leading to even perhaps a reprioritisation of learning goals (Anderson et al., 2001). The psychomotor domain is the physical, movement and kinaesthetic aspect of learning. Proficiency in the psychomotor domain can be deemed to be attained when learners are able to physically respond appropriately and efficiently. In the context of the design of many change management modules, the cognitive domain generally plays a leading role; however, whilst necessary in isolation it is insufficient in developing change management capabilities. The cognitive domain has to be intently complemented by the affective domain. The importance of emotions has been consistently reported in literature as it is ubiquitous in both university life (Denovan & Macaskill, 2013) and in the workplace (Vincent & Braun, 2013). Emotions play a significant role in learning such as application of logic, intuition, intellect, feelings, ideas, meanings, and experience (Rawson, 2000; Rogers, 1994). This is not surprising, as it has been argued that emotions explain approximately 40 percent of variance in behaviour (Biggers & Rankis, 1983). Pekrun, Elliot, and Maier (2006) argue that emotions are also integral to learning in terms of memory, motivation, development (Ashby, Isen, & Turken, 1999), directing cognitive resources (Meinhardt & Pekrun, 2003), sustaining interest (Ainley, Corrigan, & Richardson, 2005), triggering different modes of problem solving and information processing (Isen, 1999), and self-regulation (Pekrun et al., 2002). The psychomotor domain largely plays a supporting role to the other two domains.
Creating manageable learning components through assessment.

Assessments are a powerful driver for learning (R. E. Bennett, Jenkins, Persky, & Weiss, 2003) as it can be at the forefront of learners’ minds and influence where they direct their resources and efforts. A problem-solving framework was used to develop the assessment as problem solving is one of the defining characteristics of intelligence (Pretz & Sternberg, 2005) and the adoption of a problem solving framework in the module’s assessment helped to disaggregate each part of the design into more manageable components for learners. Learners were tasked to identify an organisational situation that was problematic, either an issue that needs to be resolved or a long-term opportunity that can be addressed. The nature of the assignment was to focus on an ill-structured problem where the ‘answer’ was uncertain (Hew & Knapczyk, 2007) using the problem solving framework stages of problem finding, framing, formulation and solving. These steps are generic, intuitive and largely reflect the steps that a change manager may adopt in the development and implementation of solutions (Hoffman & Schraw, 2010).

Problem solving skills are vital in helping awareness and recognition of problematic situations and opportunities (Bransford & Stein, 1984; Brugman, 1991). Learners were tasked to identify the ill-structured problem (Hew & Knapczyk, 2007) and then frame it in a way that would provide the problem solver with insight to the root ‘cause’ and facilitate the development of an effective solution. Adopting different perspectives may help problem solvers to discover new frames that could help in solving a problem more effectively. For example Cohen, Shumate, and Gold (2007), found that framing smoking as a social problem rather than a health problem was a more effective way to stop people from smoking as people were more concerned about being a social outcast than the damage that smoking was doing to their health. Learners then moved on to formulate and articulate the problem (DeYoung, Flanders, & Peterson, 2008) in terms of what needs to be addressed (Minto, 2009) before addressing the opportunity by the development of a solution. As Einstein argued, how the problem is framed and formulated is as important as the solution (Einstein & Infeld, 1938), although it may be apocryphal, he is often quoted as saying if he had 20 days to solve a problem, he would spend 19 days defining it. The adoption of a systematic manner in solution development is crucial in enabling the solver to address the root cause of the problem and not just the ‘symptoms’ (D'Zurilla, Nezu, & Maydeu-Olivares, 2004; Heppner & Peterson, 1982).

Learning methods, tools and mechanisms for confluent learning.

The final design choice was to draw together learning methods, tools and mechanisms (LMTMs) that provide a confluent learning approach to address:

- The problem solving framework used to structure assessment
- Awareness, astuteness and adaptiveness - change management KSAs
- Academic frameworks/models that underpin change management

A summary of the confluent learning domains, problem solving stages, academic models and LMTMs is in Table 1. Learning tools and methods that promoted active learning (i.e. psychomotor domain) and could be feasibly applied in a classroom environment were selected, and used in each of problem solving stages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change management KSAs</th>
<th>Problem solving stages</th>
<th>Academic frameworks/ models</th>
<th>Learning methods, tools and mechanisms</th>
<th>Confluent learning domains (in order of priority) (Anderson et al., 2001)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Awareness              | Problem finding: Identifying a problem situation/ opportunity (Brugman, 1991) | ● PESTLE e.g. Aguilar (1967)  
● McKinsey’s 7s (Waterman Jr, Peters, & Phillips, 1980)  
● Culture web (Johnson, Whittington, & Scholes, 2011) | ● Multiple cause diagrams (Checkland, 1981; Ramage & Shipp, 2012) | 1. Cognitive (i.e. thinking through the issues)  
2. Affect (i.e. appreciating the complexity and links between the external and internal environments, stimulation due to the novelty of the learning tool)  
3. Psychomotor (i.e. drawing the diagram) |
| Astuteness             | Problem framing (Tallman & Gray, 1990) | ● Multiple perspective taking and framing of problems e.g. Decisions and the Psychology of Choice by Tversky and Kahneman (1986) | ● Socratic questioning (in seminars one-to-one with students or in small groups) (Elder & Paul, 1998; Yang, Newby, & Bill, 2005) | 1. Cognitive (e.g. multiple perspective taking)  
2. Affect (i.e. empathise with how different frames may stimulate different types of actions and feelings) |
| Problem formulation (DeYoung et al., 2008) | ● Situation-complication-question method (Minto, 2009) | ● Critical thinking activity and assessment using the Cornell CT test, followed by bespoke CT learning and practice workbook designed and created by the authors (Ennis, Millman, & Tomko, 2005) | 1. Cognitive (e.g. identifying root cause of problems/opportunities)  
2. Affect (i.e. value how a problem is formulated determines how a problem is solved) |
| Adaptiveness           | Problem solving (Ackoff, 1993; D’Zurilla et al., 2004; Heppner, Cook, Wright, & Johnson, 1995) | What is the solution: dependent on the nature of the root cause identified-  
How the solution can be implemented (generic models):  
● Forcefield analysis (Lewin, 1951)  
● Kotter’s 8 step for change (Kotter, 1995) | ● Simulation game titled ‘Change Management: Power and Influence V2’ (Harvard Business Publishing, 2013). Identification and application of change levers | 1. Affect (e.g. appreciate that change management is mostly subjective feelings and emotions, stimulate interest due to novelty of the use of the simulation game)  
2. Cognitive (e.g. identifying change management tactics and pattern that works)  
3. Psychomotor (in engaging with the simulation game) |
| All three              | Integration of all four steps. | ● as selected by student | ● Poster presentation (Billington, 1997; Moneyham, Ura, Ellwood, & Bruno, 1996) | 1. Cognitive (i.e. development of poster)  
2. Affect (e.g. complexity of change and the advanced competencies that change management requires)  
3. Psychomotor (i.e. presentation and articulation of poster) |

Table 1: Confluent learning design adopted to develop a learner’s KSA in change management
At stage one, problem finding; multiple cause diagrams and rich pictures (Checkland, 1981; Ramage & Shipp, 2012) were used to complement the use of the academic models such as the Political, Economic, Social, Technology, Legal and Environmental (PESTLE) framework e.g. Aguilar (1967), McKinsey’s 7s (Waterman Jr et al., 1980) and the cultural web (Johnson et al., 2011). The use of diagrams targets all three domains. It solicits the psychomotor through active learning as the learners are required literally to draw the issues and explore how they interlink. Cognitive skills are developed by learners ‘thinking through the issues’ and seeing the ‘bigger picture’. The affective domain is elicited by appreciating the complexity of organisational problems/ opportunities that are better represented as a ‘chain of events’ rather than isolated events.

Stage two, problem framing utilised Tversky and Kahneman’s (1986) decisions and the psychology of choice theory. Effective thinking is driven by appropriate questions (Elder & Paul, 1998) and Socratic questioning was used one-to-one with students or in small groups (Yang et al., 2005) to help students identify the ‘common denominator’ that may link the symptoms of a problem the multiple perspectives taken and result in effective framing.

Stage three problem formation and consequentially problem statement is a crucial step in developing a change management solution. Learners cognitive skills were developed by considering the notion that how a problem is formulated determines how a problem is solved, Minto’s (2009) situation-complication-question framework was used as a reference and learners were supported in this step by the use of a critical thinking activity and assessment using the Cornell Test, followed by the use of a bespoke learning and practice workbook (Appendix 1), (Ennis et al., 2005).

The final stage, problem solving refers to both what the solution is and how it may be implemented. The module teaching of how change can be enacted involved the use of a number of general models such as Lewin’s (1951) forcefield analysis in addressing resistance and Kotter’s (1995) 8-step change. However, the effectiveness of static models in developing change management KSAs is limited. To provide a more authentic experience of how change is enacted in organisations and to inform their problem solving design a change management simulation game, developed by a leading business school from the US was played in groups of four. The simulation game created the opportunity to build and influence an organizational change initiative in 4 scenarios allowing appreciation that managing change mostly involves subjective feelings and emotions.

In the final integrated activity learners developed and presented a poster for in-class presentation to tutors and peers. This activity targeted all three domains challenging learners cognitively when creating posters and kinesthetically and affectively in presenting to their tutors and peers (Billington, 1997; Moneyham et al., 1996). Through the process of preparing for the presentation, the learners had the opportunity to appreciate the complexity of change and the advanced competencies that change management requires.
Method

The methodological approach adopted is a qualitative research method based upon reflective inquiry. Cunliffe (2004) states that knowledge comes from surfacing “tacit practical consciousness” (p. 410). Reflective inquiry helps practitioners to be reflective and reflexive in terms of their thoughts, emotions and behaviours (Donnelly & Fitzmaurice, 2011; Leshem & Trafford, 2006) and is consistent with the researchers’ implicit aims to develop both learners and their own learning (Van Manen, 1995). The reflection process enables the research question to be addressed but also enables those involved in teaching in HE to review their practice, modify present knowledge to inform learning and teaching practice and develop theory (Lyons, 2010).

The research used two approaches; semi-structured interviews and reflective journals. 55 semi-structured interviews were held with 9 female and 7 male learners, in 5 cycles over an eight week period. Each interview cycle corresponded with a stage of the problem solving framework and was conducted on completion of the specific stage. Each of the interviews lasted 15 minutes and was conducted in class. The interview protocol involved two primary themes; how effective were the LMTMs in supporting the stage of the problem solving framework and what had learners gained in terms of cognitive ability and affective capacity?

The feedback from the learners was captured, thematically analysed and reflected upon alongside the reflective journals from the module staff that captured key experiences gained throughout the interview period (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Consistent with evaluation being a crucial element in the reflective process (Gibbs, 1988; Zeichner & Liu, 2010) fundamental questions were asked: Did the tool stimulate the learners in terms of the cognitive or affective domains? Did the learners develop change management KSAs? Why or why not? The key reflective inquiry pertained to addressing questions such as; What were the learners’ experiences? What are the key lessons for the practitioners? How does this inform and theory and general practice?

Findings

Stage 1: Problem finding.

Unsurprisingly many of the learners found the use of the academic models introduced during this stage to be useful, most likely because given the interdisciplinary nature of change management, they were familiar with the basic models from previous study. They did however take some time to familiarising themselves with the use of multiple cause diagrams and rich picture tools. As a learner commented “Doing the diagram [sic] is a lot harder than it looks. Lots of to-ing and fro-ing [in amending the diagram]”.

Learners started to notice that the effects and consequences of change can cut across organisational functions in some cases be pervasive in, as a learner said “this appears relatively easy as you can look in any part of an organisation e.g. Strategy, Marketing, Finance and HR”. The susceptibility of the organisation to the environment was commented on with comments such as all aspects of an organisation will be affected “somehow” by many of the trends. The volatility of the external environment was also inferred by learners who were concerned about the changes that may occur to the case that was being used “What if things change between now and the time I hand in the assignment?”
As some of the diagrams became increasingly convoluted; learners became concerned and questioned their own though processes. One commented “I am not sure if this problem can be used in the assignment. [it is too difficult to explain]”. In some cases learners started to have doubts if the initial ideas that they had started with were bona fide problems; as one commented “it looks easy enough but is this ‘problem’, a real problem? How do I justify it?” The links between events in the diagram prompted learners to increasingly have doubts about what is a root cause and a symptom. In addition, a small number of learners noted that in some cases there can be a subtle difference between a problem and an opportunity, as one noted “some ‘problems’ can also be considered as an opportunity”.

Reflecting on the experience of interaction with learners, many of the learners did not appear to find it difficult initially to generate ideas about potential organisations or problems/ opportunities to examine (see Appendix 2) however once an organisation had been identified the learners found that the problem finding stage was not as easy as they had thought it would be and many had trouble with working with fuzzy parameters and seemed to be dependent on precise and prescriptive criteria. Some learners acknowledged that whilst it was difficult and took time, it was helpful in facilitating them to map the ‘chain of events’ especially when the situation they were examining is complex, demonstrating a degree of divergent thinking. The multiple cause diagrams allowed some learners to link changes in the external environments to internal events. For some of the learners, the affect demonstrated at this stage of the task appeared to be one of anxiousness in finding the ‘right’ case to address in the assignment. Those that did made a genuine effort in drawing the multiple cause diagrams appeared to gain an appreciation for the complexity of real organisational issues.

**Stage 2: Problem framing.**

The learners’ experience in the second stage mirrored that of the first, specifically in terms of understanding the concept; however, the challenge was in the application. This was underscored by a learner who stated “I get the concept but I am not sure if I am doing it right”. The learner’s apprehension and doubts are completely expected as there was a chasm between the learner’s prior experience and the use of new methods of learning. In addition, learners recognised that for some organisation issues, there is quite a lot of variability in the perspectives that one could adopt, and that the subsequent factors that are analysed and the ‘solution’ may also differ depending on how a problem is framed. The discussions through Socratic questioning resulted in learners revising their diagrams in stage one, as they attempted to identify the common denominator in the diagrams, in exemplifying some degree of convergent thinking, as a learner astutely said, “This is like 80/20 isn’t it, sounds easy enough…”. The learners had to attempt the problem framing exercise outside of class, though some found it subsequently much easier to do with the tutor’s help “the discussions [with the tutors] are helpful and its easier when you have someone to talk to….working it out your own is tougher”.

Overall, this step was a challenge for a number of learners. The concept of problem framing appears to be an easy concept to ‘get’ although learners have found it much more difficult to apply. A few weeks later, some of the learners, after revising their diagrams, were able to frame the problems/ opportunities in an effective manner. Some learners realised that they had started to ‘really’ understand how framing can be helpful though still had difficulty expressing it “I can see why…how this works….the issue of the retrenchment, losing clients, different strategy are all interlinked…[tries to explain but stops]…so what the problem is
depends...everything is a possibility...so how do I know my frame [or perspective] is correct”. A reason for the difficulty may be due to the inexperience of the learners as work experience inevitably exposes learners to different perspectives other than those experienced in the classroom. Another reason may be due to the requirement in justifying the frame/perspective adopted, as learners were asked not only find a problem or opportunity but to also provide a reason on why they think what they have found is a bona fide problem/opportunity and why it should be solved (e.g. why is it a leadership issue and not an operational matter, and how would you justify this?). Many appeared to face difficulties in this latter aspect of this task. Learners who had been on placement appreciated the practical purpose of framing as it helps to make change initiatives more ‘do-able’, and keeps the change initiative focussed.

Stage 3: Problem formulation.

The problem formulation step required a final evaluation of what the problems is and what is the root cause. At this stage, many of the learners were still attempting to frame the problem, and some learners conflated framing and formulation. The learners found the formulation stage was more ‘technical’ in that they had to actually write the problem statement. “When you first mentioned this part in class, I thought it was going to be easy but it’s not really...there’s more to it [in reference to reflecting the key findings in step one and two]”. Another learner observed that linking the different factors at play in the diagrams was easy, but putting the relationship between the ‘factors’ in words was more difficult. This articulation is essentially learners’ endeavour in deciding between the different modes of reasoning i.e. deductive, inductive or abductive reasoning in filling the gaps where there is no evidence from their research to indicate the type of relationship. Some learners had also started to detect a pattern specifically in terms of the role of people’s behaviours, attitudes and mental models in playing a significant role in the problems identified or as part of the solution in addressing opportunities.

Stage 4: Problem solving.

The simulation game appeared to be popular with learners. It was cited as ‘fun’ or ‘engaging’, though this may have been due to the novelty of it. Nonetheless, the ‘success’ in the use of the simulation game involved some learners ‘figuring out’ the pattern in the application of the change levers. Thus learners who were successful in this may be said to possess reasonable critical thinking skills. The simulation game, that had a balance of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ levers, and in emphasising the human element of change, appeared to make an impression on a few learners as they further appreciated how change “starts and ends with people”, as one learner put it.

Some learners, in playing the role of the change agent, commented that those in this role had to know how to ‘get around’ effectively, which meant having effective interpersonal skills and being savvy. Furthermore, three of the learners interviewed also mentioned that this lesson was evident in the debates that they had with their teammates in deciding the next steps whilst playing the game. Some learners remarked that stage four was easy as one said, “I think this is the most straightforward part of the assignment”. Such comments were potentially in regards to models such as Kotter’s 8-steps change model, which are quite prescriptive but suits some learners’ as lying safely within their comfort zone. Thus, many learners adopted these models for the assignment task instead of developing their own change programme based upon the lessons learned from the simulation game and a range of change
models. Whilst the academic change models provided some scaffolding for the learners, some learners expressed concerns about whether their solution would go ‘far enough’, demonstrating some levels of critical thinking as they evaluated the sufficiency of the solution (Natale & Ricci, 2006).

**Stage 5: Integration.**

The final step was an integrated activity in the form of a poster presentation, to help learners merge all the problem solving stages together as a coherent ‘story’. Some of the learners found this to be a challenge as they were clear that adopting a holistic view is important but nonetheless had trouble in presenting it in such a manner. The level of difficulty of this task is perhaps based upon how well the learners had completed the individual prior steps. The learners interviewed found the exercise helpful as one who presented her poster said that “talking through this really helped to clarify things in my head” (see Appendix 3). In some cases, learners also demonstrated critico-creative thinking in using creativity in structuring arguments in light of available evidence (Fisher, 2001). The learners that expressed their satisfaction in their work generally agreed that change management skills were varied and complex.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change management KSAs</th>
<th>Problem Solving Steps</th>
<th>Cognitive abilities</th>
<th>Affective capacity</th>
<th>Confluent learning domains (in order of priority) (Anderson et al., 2001)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Awareness             | Problem finding; Identifying a problem situation/ opportunity (Brugman, 1991) | Divergent thinking (creativity) (Guilford, Christensen, Merritfield, & Wilson, 1978) in recognising the links and the chain of events (across time and space) that are usually present in organisational change. | • Recognise the challenges of the external environment is volatile, uncertain, complex ambiguous (VUCA) (N. Bennett & Lemoine, 2014)  
• Appreciate organisations’ susceptibility to the external environment, and the links between the external and internal environments. | 1. Cognitive (i.e. thinking through the issues)  
2. Affect (i.e. appreciating the complexity and links between the external and internal environments, stimulation due to the novelty of the learning tool)  
3. Psychomotor (i.e. drawing the diagram) |
| Astuteness            | Problem framing (Tallman & Gray, 1990) | Convergent thinking (e.g. insight) (Dow & Mayer, 2004) in identifying the common denominator for some of the issues identified in their case, supported by the multiple perspective taking. | • Further realisation that organisational issues may be more multifaceted than it appears  
• Internalising the ideals of multiple perspectives taking to problems and that each perspective may educe different reactions and solutions (Armenakis & Harris, 2009) | 1. Cognitive (e.g. multiple perspective taking)  
2. Affect (i.e. empathise with how different frames may stimulate different types of actions and feelings) |
| Problem formulation (DeYoung et al., 2008) | Evaluation in identifying ‘the’ problem (Patton, 2002) and some degree of critical thinking (Ennis, 2001; Facione, 2006) in terms of what is the solution and how the solution may be implemented  
• Deduction  
• Induction  
• Meaning  
• Observation/ inference  
• Assumptions  
• Credibility | • Value that framing and formulation is crucial for effective problem solving and change management in identifying the root cause (that is usually related to people’s behaviour and mental models (Senge, 1992). | 1. Cognitive (e.g. identifying root cause of problems/ opportunities)  
2. Affect (i.e. value how a problem is formulated determines how a problem is solved) |
| Adaptiveness          | Problem solving (Ackoff, 1993; D’Zurilla et al., 2004; Heppner et al., 1995) | Appreciate the perception for need for change and process of change are subjective, in terms of the change targets and the change agents themselves (e.g. being able to relate sense of urgency). This is achieved in playing the simulation game and also through working in teams whilst playing the simulation game).  
• Value the conceptual and interpersonal skills that change management requires that is crucial for career progression (Mohrman, Tenkasi, & Mohrman, 2003) | 1. Affect (e.g. appreciate that change management is mostly subjective feelings and emotions, stimulate interest due to novelty of the use of the simulation game)  
2. Cognitive (e.g. identifying change management tactics and pattern that works)  
3. Psychomotor (in engaging with the simulation game) |
| All three competencies | Integration of all four steps. | • Creativity and critical thinking (Fisher, 2001) in developing a coherent ‘story’, tend to be more prominent when the case concerns addressing an opportunity.  
• Felt Gestalt that a holistic view is necessary for effective change to take place (Cameron & Green, 2012; Freeman, 1999)  
• Appreciate a key competency in change management is the ability to articulate a coherent ‘story’ (e.g. what is included) and in delimitating (e.g. what is excluded) a change management initiative | 1. Cognitive (i.e. development of poster)  
2. Affect (e.g. complexiy of change and the advanced competencies that change management requires)  
3. Psychomotor (i.e. presentation and articulation of poster) |

Table 2: The development of cognitive abilities and affective capacity through confluent learning methods
Discussion

While the findings were mixed in terms of the gains made by the learners, there is some evidence to suggest that the confluent learning approach was successful in developing the KSAs required to be competent in change management. The summary of the findings in Table 2 illustrates the gains made by the learners however, the table does not suggest that there was a complete mastery of these skills nor all the learners shared these experiences. Thus, in addressing the research question, there is evidence to suggest that a confluent learning design does support some learners in developing change management competencies. The evidence from this research indicates that there is merit in using the findings as a basis for theory-building. In developing the analytical generalisation, we use Weber’s (2003) guidelines for theory development as a reference in articulating the principles to guide future investigations. Weber (2003) argued that there are four main steps in developing the theory involving articulating the constructs of the theory, the laws of interaction (i.e. the relationship) that exist among the constructs, lawful state space and the lawful event space of the theory.

Constructs are the variables in a theory, whilst the laws of interaction includes main, moderating (interaction) and mediating effects that the independent variable may have on the dependent variable and/ or one another. The lawful state of space concerns the boundary conditions of the theory e.g. the applicability of the theory within the range of values, and the lawful event space concerns time and the applicability of the theory when change occurs. In addition to these criteria Weber (2003) adds that parsimony is also crucial. A conceptual model that contains five principles has been developed based upon both a priori and a posteriori knowledge, as illustrated in Figure 1. Each principle is discussed below and justified based on Weber’s criteria.

**Figure 1: Using a confluent learning approach for a change management curriculum in developing competencies**

Principle 1: A confluent learning approach that is premised upon developing learners as an embodiment and the philosophy of design will result in the appropriate selection and application of complementary learning LMTMs as part of the instructional design.
Confluent learning approach and instructional design are the constructs in this principle. Confluent learning is conjectured to directly shape instructional design through the selection of complementary learning LMTMs as it directs educators to create a balanced set of learning LMTMs that stimulate learners’ cognition, affect and psychomotor domains. However, this principle requires a design ethos that reflects the embodiment of the confluent learning principles in developing learning holistically (Hackbarth, 1997), which invariably means that the complementary learning LMTMs must be suitably varied in supporting and/or reinforcing the development of each domain in light of one another (Gagné, 1985). The instructional design and learning LMTMs should however meet the needs of learners at particular points of development. The role of affect and the psychomotor domain may play a lesser role for learners that have substantial real experiences. This principle, as with the following four, is bounded within the undergraduate level.

Principle 2: The relationship between a confluent learning approach and instructional design is enhanced by the use of a problem solving framework that helps to integrate the learning LMTMs into a cohesive and effective set of instructions.

Principle 2 involves the previous two construct, however, it specifies a third construct in the form of a problem solving framework that includes the problem solving steps that is rational and systematic. The problem solving framework is more instructive as helps to ‘ground’ the confluent learning approach. Whilst the confluent learning approach results in the selection of learning LMTMs that are complementary to one another in terms of cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains, the problem solving framework helps to integrate the learning LMTMs as a more cogent set of instructions. The problem solving framework is also fitting as many business management professionals cite problem solving as a key area of competency (Merrill, 1994). In addition to providing learners with a schema in approaching problems, the problem solving framework helps to develop self-efficacy as it helps to increase the success of finding effective solutions to problems. This principle should be explicit in the recognition of the four problem solving stages as part of the framework, and excludes coping behaviours and actual solution implementation, which takes places after the ‘solutions development’ stage.

Principle 3: An effective instructional design set of complementary and integrated learning LMTMs, premised upon confluent learning, develops cognitive ability and enhances affective capacity.

Based upon the evidence from the interviews, it is conjectured that the instructional design of complementary and integrated learning LMTMs directly develops cognitive ability and enhances affective capacity of learners. Cognitive ability refers to higher order thinking skills such as critical thinking and convergent thinking. In the context of learning, emotions play an equally important role relative to cognition as R. B. Brown (2000) argues that learning is inherently emotional. For example, interest is essential to learning (Mazer, 2013). Furthermore, whilst the discrete enhancement of both cognition and affect is important, the coalescence between the two as a unified construct is crucial as it helps to change learners’ attitudes and potentially their dispositions (over the long term). Ackerman (2003) argued that the singular view of ability based on intellect does not show the ‘real picture’ of human behaviour. He argued that developing peoples’ capacity and willingness to do something is as important as developing their capability. Developing capacity and capability results in the improvement of people’s typical performance (Chamorro-Premuzic, Furnham, & Ackerman, 2006). In addition to demonstrating reasoning skills, some of the learners also exhibited
argumentation (Toulmin, 1969) and antilogos (Glassner & Schwarz, 2005, 2007) skills that are more representative of ‘real-life’ in reflecting human values and subjective views e.g. representative and warranted by contemporary social values. The instructional design has to be effective in terms of synergistically blending the learning LMTMs to develop both cognitive ability and affective capacity (Mayer, 1992). Similar to Principle 2, this principle is dependent on the learners’ situation and the context of curriculum.

Principle 4: The relationship between the use of a cohesive instructional design set of complementary learning LMTM, and the development and enhancement of cognitive ability and affective capacity, is enhanced by an active learning modality that leverages upon learners’ psychomotor skills.

Principle 4 involves the previous two construct, however, in addition it proposes that the presence of a third construct, active learning modality, interacts with complementary learning LMTM in changing its effects on the development and enhancement of cognitive ability and affective capacity. An active learning modality refers to the activities that require learners to take action in a literal sense. This may also involve giving control to learners in their learning, which is reflected in the control-value theory. This theory involves the perceived value of the learning experience and the control over the learning activity that predicts the affective states of learners (Pekrun, Goetz, Daniels, Stupnisky, & Perry, 2010). The activities involved in this research are generally more classroom-based and not the more physically demanding activities that are may involve the outdoor, which may then necessitate other theories such as Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning. Learners, naturally, must possess the psychomotor skills that are called upon e.g. using presentation equipment.

Principle 5: The development and enhancement of learners’ of cognitive ability and affective capacity, respectively promotes development in fields that are inter and transdisciplinary. The use of the problem solving framework helps to guide the effectiveness of the development.

Principle 5 suggests that the co-development of cognition and affect is crucial for KSAs and professional competencies especially those that inter and trans-disciplinary. Competency development is the development of specific knowledge, skills and attitudes that are crucial for a profession or role (e.g. leadership) to a threshold standard (Muratbekova-Touron, 2009). Many ‘standard’ professional competencies involve not only effective cognitive abilities but also draw upon the affective aspect of the individual such as in valuing ethical behaviour, empathy in relating others and self-regulation. The development and enhancement of learners’ cognitive ability and affective capacity as the primary aim confluent learning (Heron, 2012) contributes to the development of change management KSAs.

This principle is bounded by competency development of professionals in fields that are inter and trans-disciplinary. The co-development of cognitive ability and affective capacity appeals to the attitudinal and motivational aspects of the learner who may need to be persuaded on the other aspects of a discipline that may not resonate with them (e.g. engagement with people from different levels in an organisation in change management). Trans-disciplinary fields may also require the learners to deal with a variety of stakeholders and thus the role of affective capacity becomes crucial as a facilitator of dialogue and relationships. In addition the conjoining of different fields may necessitate a complete change in perspective and way of doing, thus may result in transformational learning (King, 2009; Mezirow, 1997). As learners radically change their mental models, attitudes and behaviours work can be more effectively undertaken if both cognitive and affect domains are addressed as part of their re-
learning. The problem solving framework also helps to shape future professional competency development as professional competencies are ultimately about being able to solve problems effectively (Patria, 2011).

Practice
In terms of practice, a confluent learning approach helps to drive a design ethos in curriculum development in creating a more effective and fulfilling learning experience for the learners. In addition, the adoption of a confluent learning approach may help to encourage a more unified view of curriculum and facilitates the effective development of synoptic assessments (Hartley & Whitfield, 2011).

Whilst the research focuses on the positive elements of confluent learning reflecting on the interviews and diary entries some other lessons for educational practitioners that reflect the nature of learner experience in HE were identified. Learners appeared to be obsessed with the use of academic models (e.g. PESTLE) rather than addressing the assignment questions. They were more concerned on how to include academic models in their assignment than using the learning LMTMs to address the assignment question. They appeared to be more confident of the problem solving stage, rather than the problem finding, framing and formulation stages, which may be a reflection of former learning experiences based around solving structured problems (e.g. case study) that have clear boundaries and rules. The design of the module could have provided more space in between activities to give learners the space and time to reflect.

It appears that many of the learners were not able to put aside concerns about their immediate job (e.g. as an accountant) and adopt a more long term view of their careers in business management and their need to understand change management. The overemphasis on employability and first job may be counterproductive as it is considered as an extrinsic motivator in the context of higher education, shown in studies to encourage surface learning (Kember et al., 2004). Learners, alternatively, should be inspired to want to learn for its intrinsic merits of self-development. In addition, the principle that underscores the message of employability could be subconsciously transferred to work settings, where learners will do a job not because of the satisfaction that the job brings but because of material aspects, such monetary rewards, for example, which can be detrimental to the long term prospects of learners with such calculus-based dispositions that inherently negates the engagement of organisational citizenship behaviour.

Conclusion
Confluent learning brings together a range of pedagogic methods to meet the various needs of learners e.g. cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains (Castillo, 1974; Ward & Shortt, 2013). This study has found that there is evidence to suggest that confluent learning design does support learners in developing change management competencies by developing cognitive ability and affective capacity. The role of affect should not be underestimated as R. B. Brown (2000), in a study of MBA students, found that emotions impacted learners’ memory, reflection and evaluation. Pekrun et al. (2002) assert that learners’ overall university performance is largely dependent upon their ability to self-regulate and self-motivate. In addition, some scholars have claimed that effective application may lead to transformative learning (Desmond & Jowitt, 2012; Rusch & Brunner, 2013), and whilst this was not the object of the research there is evidence to suggest that this is a possibility.
Adopting a confluent learning design approach compels educators in HRD to explicitly create a framework of ‘think outside the box’ activities and methods to target each area of skill. It challenges whether higher order thinking skills can be achieved within the confines of the traditional time restricted conventional module. HRD practitioners should consider the merits of a confluent learning design as it cultivates deep learning by eliciting positive emotions that help with retention. In addition, active learning enables learners to ‘practise’ and learn from the experience of ‘doing’.

Like all research, this study also has a number of limitations. Firstly, a broader sample of participants, using stratified sampling could be used to ensure that learners from different backgrounds are included for the interviews. In addition, the interviewer role could have been undertaken by others who are not part of the teaching team as learners may have been more reflexive in the interviews. The sources of information in the evaluation of the effectiveness of the confluent learning design could have been more varied e.g. other teaching professionals. Nonetheless, we believe these limitations do not detract from the findings. There are, however areas that future research may address specifically in studying the role of confluent learning with respect to other theories such as action learning and research (Argyris, 1995), experiential learning (Kolb, 1984), and communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Other studies have shown the importance of metacognition in transfer of learning (Georghiades, 2000), and thus future research may investigate the role of confluent learning in developing metacognition. In addition, a longitudinal perspective may be adopted as the impact of affect may require more time for it to be embedded. Finally future research may involve operationalising the constructs and testing the hypotheses based upon the principles outlined in this study.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Critical thinking workbook created for students

Critical Thinking in Relation to Assignment 1:
- Assumptions: Clearly and explicitly examine premises.
  - Have you been clear about the assumptions underlying the problem or issue you are exploring?
  - Have you been clear about the assumptions underlying the problem or issue you are exploring?
  - Have you been clear about the assumptions underlying the problem or issue you are exploring?
  - Have you been clear about the assumptions underlying the problem or issue you are exploring?

- Critical thinking: Excellent treatment of information and evidence that is appropriate to the task at hand.
  - Use credible sources to support your argument, credible evidence such as the CDC, or medical journals.
  - Don’t over generalize. Avoid sweeping statements. Generalize to specific contexts, provide evidence that may help inform your purpose.

- Conclusions: Effective and valid argument based on sound premises.
  - Avoid logical fallacies. Avoid circular reasoning.
  - Use evidence to support your argument. Use credible sources such as the CDC, or medical journals.

- Writing: Effective use of language, tone, and style.
  - Make sure your language is clear and concise. Avoid jargon.
  - Use appropriate tone and style depending on the audience.
  - Use credible sources such as the CDC, or medical journals.

- Final reflections: Clarify outcomes, impacts, and implications of decisions.
  - Reflect on the process and outcomes of your critical thinking.
  - Consider the implications and impacts of your decisions.

- Critical thinking (further explained in General and for Assignment 2):
  - Use credible sources such as the CDC, or medical journals.

- References:
  - Use credible sources such as the CDC, or medical journals.

- Developing arguments:
  - Use credible sources such as the CDC, or medical journals.

- Improving your skills:
  - Use credible sources such as the CDC, or medical journals.

- Read again, Enter answer here.
Appendix 2: Example of rich picture developed by a student
Appendix 3: Example of a poster created by a student

**Insufficient Communication between Departments When Working on Consultation to Manage the Risk of Changing Legislation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MESTE Analysis (Appendix One)</th>
<th>Task 2: Theories to apply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor</strong></td>
<td><strong>Issue</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political</strong></td>
<td>- Unevangelization certificate in niche and a valuable market share (WCS), 2004. Government incentives to stimulate the market for renewable and green products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The public perception on the future of the market and its viability.</td>
<td>- Resource (defined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Goal (defined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Control (defined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Speed (defined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Communication (defined)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fifth Week Program: Root Cause Analysis**

- Identifying people to fill the stakeholder

**Task Four: Recommendations and Implementations**

- Recommend and implement changes to the departments involved in the process to improve communication and reduce the risk of failure:
  - Improved communication and coordination between departments
  - Enhanced training for employees on communication skills

**Appendix 4: Example of a poster created by a student**

**Insufficient Communication between Departments When Working on Consultation to Manage the Risk of Changing Legislation**

**MESTE Analysis (Appendix One)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Factor</strong></th>
<th><strong>Issue</strong></th>
<th><strong>Threats</strong></th>
<th><strong>Risks</strong></th>
<th><strong>Countermeasures</strong></th>
<th><strong>Communication Plan</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political</strong></td>
<td>- Unevangelization certificate in niche and a valuable market share (WCS), 2004. Government incentives to stimulate the market for renewable and green products.</td>
<td>- Time (defined)</td>
<td>- Financial constraint</td>
<td>- Formal/Informal, written/verbal, face-to-face meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The public perception on the future of the market and its viability.</td>
<td>- Resource (defined)</td>
<td>- Resource constraint</td>
<td>- Formal/Informal, written/verbal, face-to-face meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Goal (defined)</td>
<td>- Goal constraint</td>
<td>- Formal/Informal, written/verbal, face-to-face meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Control (defined)</td>
<td>- Control constraint</td>
<td>- Formal/Informal, written/verbal, face-to-face meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Speed (defined)</td>
<td>- Speed constraint</td>
<td>- Formal/Informal, written/verbal, face-to-face meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Awareness is a key driver of the market.</td>
<td>- Communication (defined)</td>
<td>- Communication constraint</td>
<td>- Formal/Informal, written/verbal, face-to-face meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 2: Theories to apply**

- Time (defined)
- Resource (defined)
- Goal (defined)
- Control (defined)
- Communication (defined)
- Speed (defined)

**Fifth Week Program: Root Cause Analysis**

- Identifying people to fill the stakeholder position

**Task Four: Recommendations and Implementations**

- Recommend and implement changes to the departments involved in the process to improve communication and reduce the risk of failure:
  - Improved communication and coordination between departments
  - Enhanced training for employees on communication skills